This paper presents ReflectiveSigns, i.e. digital signage (public electronic displays) that automatically learns the audience preferences for certain content in different contexts and presents content accordingly. Initially, content (videos, images and news) are presented in a random manner. Using cameras installed on the signs, the system observes the audience and detects if someone is watching the content (via face detection). The anonymous view time duration is then stored in a central database, together with date, time and sign location. When scheduling content, the signs calculate the expected view time for each content type depending on sign location and time using a Naive Bayes classifier. Content is then selected randomly, with the probability for each content weighted by the expected view time. The system has been deployed for two months on four digital signs in a university setting using semirealistic content & content types. We present a first evaluation of this approach that concentrates on major effects and results from interviews with 15 users.
Introduction
As display prices drop and cheaper display technologies are invented, digital signs are beginning to be installed everywhere in public spaces, gradually complementing and replacing paper signs. This leads to a radical change in the urban landscape, as can already be observed in places such as Times Square, New York or Shibuya Crossing, Tokyo. On the positive side, a new generation of information access is enabled, as digital signs have many properties and affordances that differ from that of their traditional paper counterparts (e.g. cheap dynamic updates, context adaptivity and interactivity). On the negative side, such signs may lead to visual clutter and information overload for audiences. In addition there are ecological costs by installation & maintenance, power use and recycling. Signage and its content is known to work differently in different contexts. As Mitchell states: "Literary theorists sometimes speak of text as if it was disembodied, but of course it isn't; it always shows up attached to particular physical objects, in particular spatial contexts, and those contexts-like the contexts of speech-furnish essential components of the meaning." [7], p.9. Traditional signs have been adapted to their context for a long time. However for contexts other than location, this has proven laborious (e.g. manually displaying an "Open" sign when a shop is open). When digital signage is equipped with sensors, this process of adapting to context can be automated. However its been a difficult task for media planners to estimate how content works in different contexts and manually schedule content accordingly. We propose to automate this process by just using the audience as a laboratory. By simply presenting content to an audience, using appropriate sensors it can be observed how the audience reacts to the content shown in a particular context. Machine learning mechanisms (e.g. the Naive Bayes classifier), can then be employed to automatically learn scheduling strategies from these experiences. Thus, the proposed process consists of two feedback loops: A scheduling loop and a learning loop (see Figure 1 ).
Related Work
While bodies of research exist for public displays, ambient displays and contextaware systems, less study has been undertaken for context-aware public displays or learning public displays. GroupCast[5]is an example of public displays that identify the audience via a wireless badge and display content according to a prestored user profile. The Vision Kiosk[11] observes the audience with a camera and shows an animated face that looks in the audience's direction. The Interactive Public Ambient Display[12] observes the audience via a motion tracking system and adapts content to their distance and posture. BluScreen[10] is a system that identifies the present audience via Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones and employs auctions to select content the audience has not seen before. MobiDiC[8] is a system that distributes coupons to passers-by, measures advertising effectiveness with the coupons and optimizes content shown with auctions. Huang[3] presents an investigation of digital signage deployments in the wild and concludes that most digital signs receive relatively little attention. So, while some work has been done for showing different content in different situations, the task of automatically determining which content works best in various contexts has not been approached yet.
